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Work & Test Progress

Code (IM₁, ... IMₙ) & List the implementation milestones (only short descriptions) planned for this sprint along with their completion percentages. (Do not list any details at workpackages/tasks level.)

- IM₁: A user-friendly UI (%5)
- IM₂: Component Integration (90%)
- IM₃: Getting results from website (%20)

Code (TM₁, ... TMₖ) & List the testing milestones (only short descriptions) planned for this sprint along with their completion percentages. (Do not list any details at workpackages/tasks level.)

| TM₁: In Component Integration every added functionality is tested, in other words, the Android App tested incrementally. |

Team Progress

List the team members along with their contribution percentages. Make sure that you have declared realistic numbers.

- Ulaş Dallı %15
- Mesut Yılmaz %65
- Ögem Çetin %20

Note to assistant and to supervisor:

Make sure that the actual percentages match with the declared percentages and indicate this in your report if there is any discrepancy.

Left-overs (Backlog)

List the milestones (only short descriptions) that could not be completed in this sprint along with their left-over percentages. Give your reasons for each of the incomplete milestone(s).

- IM₁: A user-friendly UI
  ❙ Since the design of UI is not decided so far and this task will take much more time, it will last until the end of the term.

- IM₂: Performance of OCR was not satisfying. Optimizations will be handled.

- IM₃: After the results of the games are acquired from website, a database will be created and updated weekly.
Next Sprint

List the milestones that will be targeted in the next sprint.

- Completing component Integration by optimizing OCR, and then making a complete release of the App.
- Designing and creating a database
- UI

Team Comments

Your comments (if any) regarding to this completed sprint.
Assistant Evaluation

Assistant’s (Team Leader’s) comments regarding to this completed sprint.

Write down your comments if the team has not made satisfactory progress in this sprint.

Also indicate whether the team’s report on their progress (i.e. the reported completion percentages in the retrospective document) are accurate.
Supervisor Evaluation

Supervisor’s (Team Leader’s) comments regarding to this completed sprint.